
CLOG BUSTER 
for Sewers, Pipes and Drains

_ Powered by your pressure washer
_ Pulls itself deep into clogged sewers, pipes, and drains
_ Works in most pipes

_ Length: 100ft
_ Hose marked every 3 feet
_ High pressure line OD: 3/8" 

_ Rated pressure: up to 4800PSI 
_ Rated water temp: up to 120°F
_ M22 coupling fits most gas 

trigger guns

MODEL # STF-100SPCB
PO Box 155
Miltona, MN 56354
218-943-6290

Markings every 3ft

Size: 375x375mm 300克白底白卡 REV 11/21/14



CLOG BUSTER 
for Sewers, Pipes and Drains

WARNING
Shop Tuff and BAC Industries will not be held liable for any damages, losses, or injury

due to the misapplication or misuse of this product, or for any other reason.  ALWAYS wear
ANSI approved safety glasses, protective clothing, and proper hand and foot protection

at all times.  Keep all people, pets or animals clear from any work area.

CAUTION: DO NOT place any part of your body in front of a spray nozzle.  
Keep all children and pets away from spray area at ALL times.
CAUTION: DO NOT use in drains/pipes that contain chemicals or solvents.
CAUTION: Follow pressure washer safety instructions.

ASSEMBLY:
1.  Be sure all pressure washer hoses are clean, run water through them to 

ensure the water supply is clean.
2.  Remove and keep the protector cap.
3.  Disconnect the pressure washer sprayer wand from the trigger gun.
4.  Connect the CLOG BUSTER to the pressure washer hose.

For technical questions, please call 218-943-6290
BAC Industries

PO Box 155
Miltona, MN 56354

Made in China

OPERATION：
1.  Insert the CLOG BUSTER nozzle end into the drain/pipe opening at least 12 inches in the direction of the clog.  
2.  Squeeze the spray gun trigger, this will maintain the flow of water.
3.  As the line advances a few feet, pull back about halfway before resuming forward again or pulse the trigger several times.  

You can also twist the line clockwise to help move the line forward.
4.  When drain/pipe is clear, remove the CLOG BUSTER with care.  Pull back and stop the flow of water before the nozzle 

reaches the opening of the drain/pipe. 
5.  DO NOT kink the line.  Keep away from sharp or heated surfaces.
6.  Turn off the pressure washer and disconnect the coupling.  Put the protector cap back onto the hose.
7.  Store the hose out of direct sunlight and be sure to drain all water from the hose.

USES:
Unclogging and cleaning drains, PVC and metal.  
Use only with cold-water pressure washers.  
DO NOT USE solvents, additives, or steam.

WARNING
Keep tight hold on the hose so the nozzle does not get away from you. 

DO NOT apply pressure to the Clog Buster until the hose has been put into the pipe.


